Population pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamic evaluation of intravenous and enteral moxifloxacin in surgical intensive care unit patients.
To describe the plasma concentration-time profile of moxifloxacin after intravenous and enteral administration in intensive care unit (ICU) patients and to provide a pharmacodynamic (PD) evaluation with regard to pneumonia. Twenty-five adult patients from a cardiothoracic/mixed surgical ICU were enrolled. Moxifloxacin was given as a standard dose (400 mg once daily). Therapy was successfully switched to enteral administration on day 5 in 16 patients. A rich data sampling schedule was performed after intravenous (day 4) and enteral (day 8) administration. Moxifloxacin concentrations were analysed by HPLC. A population pharmacokinetic (PK) model was developed using NONMEM VII. Simulated concentration-time profiles were evaluated for their probability of attaining PK/PD target values relevant for community-acquired pneumonia (CAP) and hospital-acquired pneumonia (HAP). A linear-elimination two-compartment model described the data adequately. Parameter estimates (coefficient of variation of inter-individual variability) were: absorption rate constant, 1.09/h (135%); enteral bioavailability, 76% (20.0%); central volume of distribution, 55.6 L; peripheral volume of distribution, 59.6 L (15.3%); inter-compartmental clearance, 47.7 L/h; and clearance, 11.3 L/h (23.7%). Both intravenously and enterally administered standard-dose moxifloxacin reliably attained the PK/PD target values for pathogens with MICs ≤ 0.25 mg/L for CAP and ≤ 0.125 mg/L for HAP. Drug exposure to moxifloxacin in ICU patients was more variable than in healthy volunteers. The standard dosing provides sufficient drug exposure for treatment of CAP but for HAP it does so only when a highly susceptible pathogen is present. Intravenous/enteral sequential therapy may be considered for cautiously selected cases in ICU patients.